We are ieb Translation Services
We communicate clearly and make it easy. We thoroughly work to spread
knowledge, diversity and cooperation, which are the essence of good
communication. We believe translation is the art of saying the same in
different ways. We are more than a company present in the market since
2008. We are building a bridge towards a diverse, conscious and justiceoriented world.
We believe that a quick and quality translation is fundamental for
connecting with others, opening new markets, approaching new
audiences, expanding knowledge and erasing borders. We are global.
Today, thanks to new technologies and an increase in global crossdependency, countries, cities and offices are no longer the rule. We work
remotely from anywhere in the world, reducing the carbon footprint, in
line with the best green efficiency standards.
ieb Translation Services has a unique global team with the mission of
working in multiple projects, which allows for the production of specific
works, with a consistent quality, and of great volumes, at an extraordinary
pace, flexibility, focus and scale.
We translate to English, Spanish, German, Italian, French and Portuguese
(in all of their combinations). We annually translate more than 9 million
words.
The team of ieb Translation Services has the training, latest technology
and new computer-assisted translation tools in order to successfully meet
their goals. We also thrive because at ieb Translation Services we have a
work and life balance philosophy which allows us to be everywhere and
values flexibility and team work. Our work process ensures resu
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Our main cornerstones:
 The Time Factor: What makes a difference in our existence is to achieve,
within a limited amount of time, that what we came to do: time shapes
how we live and work. The time factor is crucial in all that we do.
 Meritocracy: Our hierarchy is based on judgment and we constantly
compare with objective standards which are 100% transparent. We
believe in acknowledging and instantaneously adopting good ideas, and all
works and roles are assigned based on merit.
 Leadership: Leadership is a vital part of our process, since it requires
insight and the ability to find the right people to concisely and clearly
communicate what is necessary to transmit in order to deliver a quality
translation by the agreed deadline.
 Production: We can deliver and maintain high volumes of quality work
thanks to our contact network, collaborative spirit and the profound
importance we give to time and efficiency.
 Processes: At the same time the production stage begins, we begin our
quality assurance process based on the guidelines, deadline and quality
checks requested by the customer or any other element they may require.
Services - Translations and reviews - Types of text
 E-mails
 Resumes
 Statements
 Legal documents
 Certificates, records, etc. iebtranslationservices.com
 Manuals
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 Websites
 Scripts
 School texts
 Summaries
 Books
 Cover letters
 Specialized texts
 Legal, scientific, technical, financial and medical texts, etc.
Other services
 Simultaneous, consecutive interpretation and business meetings.
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+INFO
Our institutional video: http://iebtranslationservices.com/video-es/
More information: projects@iebglobal.com.ar
Our website http://iebtranslationservices.com/

/iebtranslation

@iebtranslation
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At ieb Translation Services WE ARE SOCIALLY INVOLVED WITH ONGS
SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO SUSTAINABILITY, ECOLOGY AND ANIMAL
MISTREATMENT.
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